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Normalita Le falt intensidad sexual FREE BOOK ? Rich Man's Revenge ? Hell Bent On
Revenge, Italian Businessman Rico D Alessio Would Stop At Nothing To Destroy The

Sinclair Family Taking Eldest Daughter Danielle Sinclair As His Bride Was A Start Making
Her Pregnant With His Heir Would Prove The Ultimate Payback But Falling For His Bride Of
Revenge Even This Most Cunning Of Rich Men Had Not Counted On That Turn Of Events
Or The Secrets Such A Shocking Union Would Reveal Rico D Alessio is out for revenge on
the Sinclair family Once a faithful employee and happily married, Rico was accused of
raping his boss daughter, Kimberly Father, Robert, made sure Rico had no choice but to
leave the country But Rico s horrors didn t end their After his wife lost their child, she
committed suicide Leaving Rico richer than he ever wanted to pay the price for Now, he s
determined to have revenge, only to find, Kimberly has just gotten married.Danielle is
shocked to find Rico in her father s office Adding to the shock she learns her sister lied
about Rico ever touching her If that s not bad enough, her life is being threatened and Rico
is going to be her unofficial bodyguard Although if Danielle is honest with herself, spending
time with Rico isn t that bad.Danielle has had a crush of Rico up until he turned her down
the night she went to his room in only undergarments when she was 18 Soon after that he
was accused and she never thought she would see him again.Although Rico can t take
revenge on Kimberly, he sets his plan in motion using Danielle For her underwear was also
found in his room, which only made the evidence stronger Using the threats against her,
Rico suggest a fake marriage Thinking whoever is after her will make a move if he thinks
Danielle is taken But once the fake ceremony is over, Rico sees this as his perfect
opportunity to fulfill his father s wishes Telling Danielle is she doesn t make their wedding
official and bear him a son, then he will destroy her sister s new marriage Furious at the
way things have turned, Danielle agrees, signing away legal rights to the child they will
have, but she has her own card up her sleeve In return he helps her get out from under her
father s control As time goes on, both get accustomed to the other Rico begins questioning
whether he can really take Danielle s child away from her after losing her mother in a car
crash that he and Danielle were both in Finally realizing she loves Rico, Danielle tells Rico
the accident left her sterile That she can t give him the one thing he and his father wants
Furious, Rico flies home after receiving a phone call about his father in the hospital There
he begins questioning what s truly important to him in his life Although the prospect of not
having a child is not something he ever considered, living without Danielle he isn t willing to
do.However before he can get back to her, she is taken Fighting the fear of losing her
forever, Rico realizes revenge isn t what he wants any When he saves her he promises
nothing will stop him from loving her, not even not having a baby Which she responds.I
think I m pregnant. In a book where most of the characters do something that is pretty bad,
the craziest part was the heroine, who was blackmailed by the hero into marrying him and
promising to sign over all rights of her first child, starts to feel really guilty that she didn t tell
the guy who wanted to steal her hypothetical child that she probably couldn t get pregnant
Really This book would have worked better as a Presents withangst The set up was kind of
ridiculous, it didn t make sense Then people who did crazy bad things, like her sister falsely

accusing the hero of rape years ago, was just totally forgiven Overall, I wasn t impressed
with the story or writing. 4 Stars Four years ago, forced to leave New Zealand, Rico had lost
everything his dignity, his reputation, his wife and his unborn child, all because of a lie told
by Danielle s sister, Kim And now Kim finding happiness with a man she loves confesses
her lie Rico receives the call from his attorney that he s in the clear from the false charges,
just as he learns his father has suffered a stroke At his father s bedside, Rico responds to
his plea for a male heir to carry on the family name with a heartfelt promise It s time for Kim
to pay for her deceit, and for her father to pay for his role in his wife s miscarriage and then
suicide.Danielle was relieved to see her sister happily married Ever since the tragic death of
their mother when Danielle was 16 and Kim was 15, Danielle had taken responsibility for
her sister Danielle had had a huge crush on Rico, he d been the one holding her hand in
the crushed car during the hours the firemen tried desperately to cut her and her mother out
Faced with her mother s dying breaths and her own injuries, Rico had comforted her And all
during the year after the accident when Danielle seemed to withdraw from the world, Rico
had always been kind to her Her feelings for him grew and one night she had gone to him,
but he d rejected her, reminding her that he was married and had a child on the way And
then Kim had told her lies, lies that Rico had tried to seduce her, and when he and his wife
had fled New Zealand, Danielle could only believe in the lies Summoned to her father s
study, Danielle is shocked to find Rico there He s back and Danielle learns that truth about
Kim s lies Rico wants retribution first with the shares in her father s company that had been
taken from him, and he wants the position in the company that should rightfully be his, he
wants to be CEO Rico is a security specialist and when it comes to light that Danielle has a
stalker, one that is escalating in his threats, he takes her protection personally In fact, he
concocts the plan that they undergo a fake wedding, and let the world see them as happily
married This will help to reinstate his tattered reputation and warn off the stalker that
Danielle is no longer vulnerable When hours after the very public pretend wedding, Rico
demands that they privately marry legally, Danielle is shocked to learn his reason He wants
Danielle to pay the price he would have demanded from Kim, that a child be created to take
the place of the one he lost If Danielle disagrees, Rico will use all his resources to ruin Kim
s marriage, and then he ll take Kim What Rico doesn t know is that Danielle still desires
him, and she sthan willing to let him be her lover, but he ll never have that child, the
accident years ago had seen to that.This is an emotionally charged story that had me
hooked from the first pages Rico s ruthless in what he thinks he wants, but Danielle s
always held a soft spot for him Still grieving for his wife and child, he feels guilt over the
desire and protectiveness Danielle inspires in him Danielle has always been under her
father s control, but now a marriage to Rico can finally be the tool to break out and be on
her own They use each other for their own benefits, but their explosive chemistry soon
makes it clear there is muchto their marriage than just lust and revenge I thoroughly
enjoyed this angsty romance from Ms Radley.
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